
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) recently unveiled a 

comprehensive set of measures to bolster the expansion 

of corporate bond markets in India, often viewed as one 

of the more underdeveloped segments of the country’s 

financial system. Some of the key directives include 

expanding the collateral base for accessing central bank 

liquidity, allowing banks to issue Masala bonds, and 

easing restrictions for foreign investors on corporate 

bond trading platforms.

While immediate market impact is not 
expected, these reforms should propel 
the bond market forward as an alternative 
funding platform to support the diverse 
financing requirements of a growing  
Indian economy, in our view. 

In the past decade, banks have largely borne the 

responsibility of providing debt capital for many long-

term projects in India. Banking assets currently make up 

around 76% of GDP1, far higher than outstanding Indian 

corporate bonds (15% of GDP). Bad debt has since 

been on the rise in the banking sector, and prospects 

of weaker profitability coupled with the still grim outlook 

for non-performing assets will continue to attract further 

provisioning requirements from RBI. The central bank 

under Governor Rajan has been progressively rolling 

out new measures to clean up bank balance sheets, 

most recently having released a framework to reduce 

excessive concentrated risk in banks. 

The confluence of these developments form a very 

positive long-term investment case for Indian corporate 

bonds, although some caution is warranted. For one, 

attractiveness in the market for offshore investors is 

highly dependent on India sustaining a positive macro 

story. External demand for Indian bonds in both the local 

and hard currency space has generally held firm this 

year as investors look for higher yields from countries 

and/or sectors with stable macro fundamentals. Reform 

measures passed in recent months have not only directly 

benefited the Indian economy but also instilled a higher 

degree of confidence over the Modi administration. 

Any policy missteps could result in significant shifts in 

investor risk perception. 

Insufficient facilitative infrastructure across India’s 

financial system is another concern. Specifically for 

corporate bonds, the lack of a reliable benchmark yield 

curve restricts accuracy in corporate debt security   

pricing. A credit default swaps market which allows    

credit risk to be traded also does not exist despite 

regulatory guidelines for them being in place. 

Overall however, the Indian corporate bond 
market is still very much in its infancy and 
we are optimistic that proactive policy 
and regulatory changes will incrementally 
alleviate concerns over market depth and 
liquidity in the longer term. 

1SEBI, IMF, RBI, as at March 2016.
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SOME OF THE KEY REFORM MEASURES ARE DETAILED BELOW: 

1

2

3

5

4

RBI will actively consider corporate bonds as eligible collateral for liquidity operations

Increase in the aggregate limit for partial credit enhancement (PCE) provided by banks

Banks will be allowed to raise capital through Rupee-denominated bonds overseas (Masala bonds)

Easing of restrictions for Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPI)

Increased participation in the corporate bond market

Currently, only government securities are allowed under the Liquidity Adjusted Facility (LAF) window,  

a monetary policy mechanism for lenders to borrow money. Once implemented, an expanded central  

bank collateral base should boost corporate bond market liquidity.

PCE was first introduced in September 2015 as a means for corporate entities to lower borrowing costs. 

It enhances the credit rating of bonds which enables corporates to access funds from the bond market 

at better terms. Banks are now permitted to provide PCE of up to 50% the bond issue size, a notable  

increase from the 20% ceiling set last year. Credit enhancements provided by individual banks cannot 

exceed 20% of the bond issue size. 

These instruments constitute as additional tier-I (AT1) and tier-II capital, which will expand funding  

avenues for lenders as they seek to shore up core capital reserves. As a way of incentivising long-term 

bond issuance, the framework also stipulates that banks can issue Masala bonds to finance   

infrastructure and affordable housing. 

Under the existing structure, only corporates and non-banking lenders can issue Masala bonds.   

Enabling banks to participate in this space opens up the market to a much larger investment pool.

FPIs will be allowed to trade corporate bonds over-the-counter (OTC) without the involvement of brokers. 

This operative will later be extended to include electronic trading — a framework to introduce electronic 

dealing platforms for corporate bond repos is expected to be released by the end of this year. 

Registered brokers authorised as market makers will be permitted to participate in the corporate bond  

repo market. A corporate bond repo is when an entity pledges corporate bonds with another to raise  

funds, with the pledger later agreeing to repurchase the bonds at a specified price. Only bilateral 

repurchases of corporate bonds are currently allowed and these are restricted to regulated entities  

(e.g. banks, insurance companies and primary dealers). 

This new measure bodes well for secondary market liquidity as trading is currently low with purchases 

largely limited to long-term domestic investors who tend to hold assets to maturity.
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